
3. MINIMUM INVESTMENT

2. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

USD Trading is CBC’s team Original and still the most popular product of our company. It allows 

investors with no or limited knowledge of neither cryptocurrency nor trading to introduce a high return 

element into their investment or savings portfolio at a low to medium risk, and with an easy 

understandable reference point by being able to periodically follow how their USD Balance develops.

By employing the Services of CBC’s Profesional team, you do not need any knowledge of 

cryptocurrencies or the trading market as such.

There is no management fee, but only a success fee, charged by CBC as a percentage on the gross 

profit ach ie ved after every lock in period, and is automatically deducted from your balance.

USD Trading is designed for anyone with an interest in taking part in the development of the 

cryptocurrency market.

1. USD VS CRYPTOCURRENCY

US Dollar is the base reference for fiat currency for all cryptocurrencies. This means that each 

cryptocurrency’s USD value, or exchange rate, fluctuates according to demand and supply, or sell/buy 

orders, just as would any given stock on the stock exchange or other fiat currencies in ForEx Trading

This allows a trader to buy and sell different cryptocurrencies, just as he would with a stock, 

aiming to buy low and sell high and thereby achieve the highest possible returns on his original 

USD capital employed. In order to succesfully achieve the highest possible return, a good trader 

applies a number of tools and strategies, including, but not limited to:

1. Fundamental analysis and fair value assesment

2. Technical Analysis

3. Market news, analysis and predictions

4. Trader’s feeling
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Product Overview

TRADING USD TO CRYPTOCURRENCY TO 
MAXIMIZE DOLLAR RETURNS

For more information contact our team members by e-mail at: contact@cbc-finance.ro or by phone at: 
+40 756 022 500

START YOUR INVESTMENT 
NOW !

https://erp.cbc-finance.ro/
https://erp.cbc-finance.ro/

